
 

WARNING!!! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Changes to Florida’s seatbelt laws has changed the way that cops are required to give tickets 

for seatbelt related incidents.  Breaking these laws may result in an automatic ticket.  Due to 

certain people taking away a cop’s option for using their discretion, they are no longer allowed 

to hand out warnings for these violations.  Once again, it can likely result in a ticket for each 

person outside of a seatbelt or car seat. 

 

0-3 years old:      age appropriate car seat belted onto the vehicle 

4-5 years old:      age appropriate booster seat belted onto the vehicle 

6+ years old:       restrained by a seat belt 

  



GOLF CART FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

AND INFORMATION TO KNOW!!! 

***PRINT AND KEEP THIS PAGE WITH YOU AT ALL TIMES*** 

MAKE SURE TO FULLY CHARGE ALL ELECTRIC VEHICLES BEFORE PICKUP OR DROP OFF TIMES.  A FEE WILL BE 

TAKEN OUT OF YOUR SECURITY DEPOSIT FOR ALL VEHICLES BELOW A 60% CHARGE! Hourly rentals are 

excluded from this. * (See page 4 for charges.) 

 

Q: How do I charge my cart? 

A: The charger is built into the cart.  Plug the extension cord from under the back seat into a standard 110V outlet.  Most of our carts are equipped 

with an extension cord that has a clear end that lights up if the outlet has power.  Check the clear end that is closest to the golf cart to see if the 

outlet that you have plugged it into has power.  If you have a different extension cord check your outlet with a cell phone charger, lamp, or other 

device to make sure that it is a working outlet and that you do not have a blown breaker or GFI switch.  WARNING: The vehicle can be operated 

with the charging cord still plugged in.  Make sure to unplug this before use or you risk damage to the wall outlet and the charging cord which can 

get expensive! 

 

Q: How often should I charge the cart? 

A:  Plug the charger in EACH AND EVERY NIGHT to ensure full range for the following day.  The average range of a G1 or G2 lithium cart is 25-35 

miles on a full charge.  The average range of a G5 or G6 lithium cart is 45-65 miles on a full charge.  DO NOT DRIVE THE CART BELOW A 25% 

CHARGE.  THE CART WILL DIE BELOW 25%.  THERE IS A CHARGE METER LOCATED ON THE CART.  CHECK THIS OFTEN.  You will not over-charge the 

cart, so leaving it plugged in overnight, every night is OK and recommended.  The charger will shut off after running through its charge cycle. 

 

Q: DO YOU HAVE MORE THAN 1 CART? 

A: You cannot plug more than 1 cart into a single outlet or outlets that are close by one another.  You will blow breakers and GFI switches if you do 

this and the carts will not charge properly.  The carts need to be plugged into outlets that are in different locations or charged at separate times.   

 

Q: When will the golf cart be picked up and how will you get a hold of me on the last day of the rental period? 

A: It is your responsibility to have the cart ready for pick up by the designated time on the last day or your rental.  (For most rentals you need to 

have the cart fully charged up, keys in the lock box and ready to go by 9:00 AM, unless otherwise discussed.) Put the keys in the lock box using the 

code provided. MY CODE IS:_____________     Change the numbers on the lock box to something other than your code so that other 

people cannot get access to the keys.  Although we expect a normal amount of sand on the carts we would appreciate if you can hose off the floor 

boards if you have access to a hose and remove any trash from the vehicle. If you return the golf cart late or are unavailable for pickup, you will be 

charged for each additional day used, depending on your cart model, along with a recovery fee. 

 

Q: Who do I call if I have any other questions or issues? 

A: Call The Toy Barn at - Siesta Key area: 941-350-0776 OR Anna Maria Island/Holmes Beach area: 941-237-0150 

 


